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Before I start on this letter I want to acknowledge the great achievement made by 4 of #TeamBackwell’s 
swimmers. Ellie Hollier will be competing in the 200 Butterfly and 1500 freestyle at English nationals. 
Rebecca Gooch will be competing in the 50 freestyle at English nationals. I would also like to mention Holly 
Cocks who was so close to competing in the 200 Butterfly this year, but in my opinion certainly will next 
year.  We also had Naomi Main compete in the British Masters Championships in Plymouth and she came 
away with a gold in the 200m back and 200m breaststroke and a bronze in the 50m breaststroke!   For 
#TeamBackwell to get a national swimmer is a great achievement but 2 and also a British Masters Champion 
is fantastic well done girls / ladies. Can anyone tell me who and when was #TeamBackwell’s last national 
swimmer or British Masters Champ?  

Last weekend of regionals is about to start at Millfield as I write this letter.
I’m actually still struggling to recover from 3 nights and extremely hot days 
at Plymouth life centre, but well done to #TeamBackwell’s swimmers Ellie, 
Rebecca, Holly, Hollie, Molly, Guus and Reece.  Not bad for such a small team. 
A special mention must go to Ellie Hollier who won a silver medal in the 200 
Butterfly, and Reece Lenthall who took over a second off his 100 backstroke time. 
     
After a baking hot bank holiday in Plymouth, the next weekend’s  regionals 
were at Hengrove Leisure Centre. #TeamBackwell were represented by Jude, 
Max, Elizabeth, Rebecca and Daisy. Well done you guys once again very proud of 
you all. 

The third weekend in a row is here at Millfield now where #TeamBackwell has Max, Elizabeth and Ellie 
Hollier swimming in the 1500 metres (only Ellie doing the 1500). By the time you read this the result will be 
known but good luck to all team Backwell swimmers. 

I would also like to mention Dan, Josh, ,Shaza, Eddie ,and Evie who did magnificently to achieve Regional 
consideration times, but were very unfortunate not to get the chance to swim. How does #TeamBackwell 
improve next year? What goals should I set the squad? In my opinion it will be very hard to beat or even 
equal 17 regional swimmers from such a small squad.  So I would like to see swimmers who achieved 
considerations this year pushing for full qualifying times next year.  The more swimmers I get at Regionals 
the busier and happier I am. When I said it will be hard to improve I get this feeling #TeamBackwell will go 
full out to prove me wrong as usual. 

Every 2 years as lead coach I write a 2 year plan and present it to the committee. In the plan I have to predict 
what I want to achieve over the 2 year period, what changes I am planning to implement, and teaching 
training and coaching requirements. I am happy to say in year 1 my talented squad not only achieved all I 
expected over a 2 year period but surpassed most of my aims. Well done #TeamBackwell.   

I have concentrated a lot on 17 swimmers so far in this letter but no-one escapes my focus so… This year we 
had 38 County swimmers and next year my main emphasis will be trying to improve on this number by 
trying to make every swimmer in the club aware of what they need to do to achieve this. Every swimmer in 
all 3 squads is capable of achieving County times if they want them enough. Some swimmers might need to 
work very hard, but if you do not have a goal or an aim you will never achieve. We actually have some very 
talented swimmers in stages, Development and Potential, you might not realise it but you are the future of 
#TeamBackwell and sometimes being part of a successful team can be the impetus for you to want to 
achieve. Wanting to swim and turning up regularly could well be the start of great things, but listening to 
your coach and trying hard in all sessions will give you best chance to succeed. County times will need to be 
achieved in open meets or our own club champs so talk to your coaches about what you should be entering 
please.  Club Champs is the best place to start…. So make sure you enter and keep training hard!
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Fundraising!

So my challenge to my swimmers and coaching staff next year is; I want over 50 county swimmers next 
year. 12 from Development, 12 from Potential and the rest from Performance squad. This might not sound  
much of a challenge but when you think we have under a 100 swimmers in all 3 squads, and for some the 
focus is not competing, this challenge will need some serious thought and work to achieve. A goal must be 
challenging but it also needs to be achievable. Come on swimmers you set your own goals and talk to your 
coaches about how to achieve them.  
Before Counties  #TeamBackwell will be competing in division 1 of the Arena League. We achieved so 
much last year that I don't want to fail this year by not taking this very seriously. League one is a very 
competitive league full of squads not teams so to avoid the c final team Backwell needs to give a 100% but 
remain united. 

Sorry due to regionals and man flu I haven't been seen at training much lately, but that will change after this 
weekend. One training session I did attend Jake challenged Sue to swim 2 lengths fly, if she succeeded he 
would shave one of his legs. What a fool he is - Sue was always going to do it, so pay special attention to 
Jakes legs over the next few weeks. I was far cleverer than Jake because once she did it I challenged her to 
do it again and I would shave my back, knowing how tired she was (clever you think). Unfortunately I now 
have to shave my back, there is talk I will do it in front of the you swimmers ( please let this be a welfare 
issue and not allowed) The other suggestion ( knowing I am the missing link due to having a back nearer an 
ape than man) by my friend COLIN is I get waxed at the awards evening, thanks mate. Knowing my 
swimmers and parents as well as I do they will never allow this to happen to me. So please voice your 
opinions loudly to Colin waxing was not shavings so a big NO. 
  
We have been concentrating a lot on sprinting lately in training. We are now about to go into a endurance 
cycle now where we will concentrate on distance work but with a very big emphasis on technique. Do you 
think I can get to the point where Molly, Reece, Dan and Josh enjoy kick? Or can the boys actually manage 
to multi task and put the kick into full stroke.  Will Sue be satisfied with her swimmers streamline and will 
Chrissie manage to find a drill that beats Colin’s T-Rex?

PS - Before this letter was even sent out there has been more good news to celebrate in the shape of an 
excellent #TeamBackwell performance at the Clevedon and Chard Open Meet.  Lots of PB’s and even some 
club records including Guus V breaking a 30 year old one in the 15yr old 50 free - it’s now set at 57.17
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SUMMER SWIMMING SQUAD COACHING SCHEDULE

LEARN TO SWIM NEWS

DATES FOR THE DIARY - 2018

http://www.backwellswimmingclub.com/club-calendar/

